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Customise your 
group avatar!
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doraemonmr peterice seal



Street Harassment:

Street harassment is a form of sexual 
harassment in public areas. It includes 

unwanted comments, gestures and 
touches of a sexual nature.

Anyone can be a victim.  
It is important to be prepared to take 
Action Against Street Harassment.



How to take action?



Action Protocol:

A R R



Assess



React



Report



Assess

A R R

Who, What, When, Where?
When faced with Street Harassment, 

take note of your surroundings!  
This will help you react appropriately.



React
There is no umbrella reaction. 

Assess the situation carefully and 
decide if a small reaction is better 

than a big reaction!

A R R



Report
Tell an adult about the incident.  
This can be a parent or a teacher 

you trust. They can help you make a 
police report to protect you.

A R R



Action Protocol:

A R R



Street Harassment:
 

persistent sexual advances 
 stalking   molestation   saying hello 

unwanted comments and gestures 

Select all that apply! 2
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Street Harassment:

You are being stalked when a person 
repeatedly watches, follows or harasses 
you, making you feel afraid or unsafe. 



Street Harassment:

You are being stalked when a person 
repeatedly watches, follows or harasses 
you, making you feel afraid or unsafe. 



what can protect you?

P.O.H.A.



P.O.H.A.

An act to protect victims of 
harassment from future incidents.  

This act punishes criminals with a fine 
and/or jail time.

Protection from Harassment Act
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P.O.H.A.

$2000, 3m $5000, 12m $4000, 6m

$5000, 12m$100, 2m$6000, 1m



P.O.H.A.

$2000, 3m $5000, 12m $4000, 6m

$5000, 12m$100, 2m$6000, 1m



P.O.H.A.

Violators of P.O.H.A. will be  
charged up to a $5,000 fine and/or  

12 months of jail time.

Protection from Harassment Act



$1 per bottled drink
$5000 ÷ $1 = 5000 bottled drinks
Every student in assembly can get  

3 bottles each.

P.O.H.A.
$5000 fine



$1 per bottled drink
$5000 ÷ $1 = 5000 bottled drinks
Every student in assembly can get  

3 bottles each.

P.O.H.A.
$5000 fine



P.O.H.A.

12
months



What’s wrong?
Street Harassment stops people from 
living their lives normally. Victims will 

feel unsafe and will be overly-cautious 
going about their day.



Report
P.O.H.A.



P.O.H.A.

Report Street Harassment to the police. 
This will stop harassers from repeating 

their crimes. Protect others in the 
community from Harassers!

You are protected!



Action Protocol:

A R R



Scenario #1

After school, you need to cross the 
pedestrian crossing to go home.  
A stranger at the traffic light says  

“You are very cute, what is your name?”

Across the road you see your friendly, 
next-door neighbours,  

Auntie Mary and Uncle Tom.



Assess
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Who?

you

stranger

Auntie Mary
& Uncle Tom

Assess

Primary school student
Alone

Uncomfortable
Small

Adult man
Alone 

Unpredictable
Possibly dangerous

Friendly
Know you and your parents
Willing to help

Two adults
Friends
Have children 
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Assess

An unwanted comment can make you 
feel unsafe and uncomfortable. It can 
also develop into a worse situation. 

Your safety may be at risk.

unwanted comments and gestures

“You are very cute, what is your name?”

This is Street Harassment.
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When?

Assess

After school

Sunlight means its bright out.
Many other students are on their 

way home. Some of them are being 
accompanied by guardians. 

Most adults are at work.



After school, you need to cross the 
pedestrian crossing to go home.  
A stranger at the traffic light says  

“You are very cute, what is your name?”

Across the road you see your friendly, 
next-door neighbours,  

Auntie Mary and Uncle Tom.

Where?

Assess



React



React

small BIG

Quite, subtle
Ignore
Avoid
Walk away

Loud, obvious
Shout for help!
Run away!
Scold them!



React

Wave to your neighbours across the 
road. Wait for them to cross the road 

to your side and talk to them.  
The harasser will not continue after 
he sees other adults that you know.

Medium reaction



React

You are always trying to go for the 
smaller reaction first for your safety. If 
ignoring the harasser does not work, 

move on to a bigger reaction.

Medium reaction



Report



Immediately!

Report

Tell your neighbours immediately once the 
harasser is a safe space away!  

They can help you to report the incident to 
the police and inform your own parents.



Report with

P.O.H.A.



Scenario #2

The MRT is packed with commuters.

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and wrap their 
hand around your hip.

Apply the A R R protocol!



Who?

Assess

The MRT is packed with commuters.

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  
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Who?

Assess

The MRT is packed with commuters.

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and wrap their 
hand around your hip.



Who?

you

stranger

commuters

Assess

Primary school student
Alone

Uncomfortable
Small

Adult man
Alone 

Unpredictable
Possibly dangerous

Many strangers
At least some of them will 
be willing to help.

Many people
Many adults



What?

Assess

The MRT is packed with commuters.

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and wrap their 
hand around your hip.



What?

Assess

The MRT is packed with commuters.

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and wrap their 
hand around your hip.



Assess

Molest is to touch or attack someone in 
a sexual way against their wishes.

A touch like this can make you feel very 
uncomfortable and unsafe.

molest

wrap their hand around your hip

This is Street Harassment.



When?

Assess

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and brush 
their hand against your hip.

The MRT is packed with commuters.
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Where?

Assess

On the MRT to school one morning, a 
stranger stands close beside you.  

They start to lean into you and brush 
their hand against your hip.

The MRT is packed with commuters.



Assess

Peak hour is a time in the morning 
and evening where public transport 

becomes extremely crowded. There will 
be people that can help you.

peak hour

It is harder to pick one person out from 
the crowd. Be sure to be attentive to 

what your harasser looks like.



How to react?

React



React.



React

exit the train



React

Shout for help and report to mrt staff



React

Scream and scold the guy!



React

move away to another cabin



React

push the man away



React

ignore and squeeze away



React

Because you are in a crowded space, 
you can call for help and people 

will assist you. Be specific in what is 
happening to be clear.

Stop touching me.



React

Try to get away from them as soon 
as possible. Alight from the train at 

the next station. Remember the door 
number. Go to the ticket office.

Stop touching me.



Tell an official.

Report

Tell an MRT official about the encounter 
with as much detail as possible: What the 
harasser was wearing, what they looked 

like. This will help in making a police 
report and hunting down the harasser.



Report with

P.O.H.A.





What is the protocol to follow if you think you 
are being Street Harassed?



Action Protocol:

A R R



Assess



React



Report



What are the 4 steps in accessing a situation?



Assess

A R R

Who, What, When, Where?
When faced with Street Harassment, 

take note of your surroundings!  
This will help you react appropriately.



What is the law that protects you from 
Street Harassment?



P.O.H.A.

An act to protect victims of 
harassment from future incidents.  

This act has a punishes criminals with 
a fine and/or jail time.

Protection from Harassment Act



What is so bad about Street Harassment?



What’s wrong?
Street Harassment stops people from 
living their lives normally. Victims will 

feel unsafe and will be overly-cautious 
going about their day.



Why is it important to report cases of 
Street Harassment?



Root Cause
Stop harasser culture!

Do not commit Street Harassment!
Your actions are punishable by POHA.

To take action against street 
harassment, we have to be active not 

become harassers.



Thank you!
Now that you are prepared to take action 
against Street Harassment, inform your 

friends and family to stay safe!


